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About Boomer / neXt

Based in New York and Boulder, Boomer / neXt is a generational
consulting and coaching company helping brands re-imagine and
re-generate in the highly profitable but under-targeted, overstereotyped 50+ space. Owning 80% of U.S. household wealth it is
the world’s 3rd largest economy: only the U.S. and China are larger.
Despite this enormous buying power, most brands in mainstream
categories over-invest in the 18-49 demographic instead. Except for
the financial, health and aging sectors, less than 10% of the
advertising spend directly and specifically targets consumers aged
50-plus (Nielsen).
Two generations dominate this space: Boomers (born 1946-1964) and older members of Gen X
(born. 1965-1981). The latter, now in their peak earning years, are leaving the 18-49 demo at a
rate of 4 million annually; with 20 million lost by December, 2019, innovative marketers are
beginning to re-examine restrictive targeting policies that now make less sense than ever.
Boomer / neXt coaches these innovators to trigger the hidden generational imprinting and sociocultural dynamics driving brand destiny, not only in today’s 50+ arena but for those yet to arrive.

From Fortune 500 firms to startups, brands in virtually every corporate sector have benefitted
from the expertise of the Boomer / neXt principals.
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About Imprinting
About imprinting: a refresher …
An important aspect of the Boomer / neXt consulting practice is immersing managers in the
mechanisms of how hidden generational imprinting drives brand destiny. Not imprinting in the
sense of branding but as embedded generational dynamics that drive brand perception.
Imprinting theory was formulated by 20th century scientist Dr. Konrad Lorenz who found that,
at critical points in the development of young birds and animals, lifelong perceptions and
behaviors can be embedded – imprinted – very rapidly and at a subconscious level.

Working with baby geese, he famously replaced the mother at
just the right moment, imprinting himself as “mom” instead.
The same mechanisms are at work in people – and not just
during our young years, but throughout our lifetimes.

Just as in geese, imprinting in people is not about conscious
choice; we do not decide what will imprint us, nor when, nor
where, nor how it takes place.
As new imprinting events are overlaid, one upon the other, they settle into our inner minds,
creating attitudes that, though hidden, can still trigger behavior years, even decades, later.
When it comes to products and brands, how we – whether Boomers, Gen X, Millennials or those
who come next – process decisions often depends on, well, our inner goose.
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Imprinting Affects Everyone
No one is immune from imprinting – even marketers
It is not only consumers who operate on generationally embedded attitudes and behaviors. We
marketers are also immersed in unseen dynamics that can mask, even distort our perceptions.
Survey findings frame the conversation:
❑ 51% of Millennials and 42% of Gen Xers
say Boomers “made things worse” for
their generation; 13%, 19% said “better”.
❑ The typical ad agency staff is split 60/40
Millennial / Gen X ... almost no Boomers.
This complicates authenticity in the 50+ space: outlooks among older buyers differ from those of
younger creatives, strategists and managers because their socio-cultural languages differ too.
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Hidden Generational Imprinting Is Brand Destiny
Generations are imprinted differently by seminal events
A 2016 Pew survey asked each generation to name events that most profoundly affected America;
of the top five Boomer touchstones, Millennials and Gen Xers named just two: 9/11 and President
Obama’s election. While all three generations were deeply impacted by the latter, Boomers process
them in a larger context than do Gen Xers and Millennials – not “better” but larger, more complex.

These touchstones are just part of the generational mosaic that together with culture, societal
trends, media, entertainment, products and technology create the framework in which brands,
and the advertising that speaks for them, are imprinted – imprinting that drives brand destinies.
Especially automobiles – highly emotional cultural symbols with extraordinarily long timelines.
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Hidden Socio-Cultural Imprinting and Auto Brand Destiny
Why Millennials see Lexus and Cadillac differently
The 2019 Detroit Auto Show was the last winter expo before moving to June in 2020.
Maybe somewhere amid the glitter and glitz was a vehicle as disruptive as the shiny new 1990
model Lexus LS400 – parent Toyota’s luxury arena debut – at its 1989 Los Angeles show preview.
If so, like Lexus, its success or failure will depend on hidden socio-cultural imprinting embedded
in a barely remembered past.

American status ruled in 1990, the first full year of Lexus availability.
Cadillac sold over a quarter million units and Lincoln had its best year
ever at 232,000. Combined they took 75% of the luxury category, with
prestigious Euro-marques sharing the rest.
Perhaps understandably, Silent Generation elites dismissed the idea of
Japanese “luxury” cars. Outré, dahling, simply outré!
Boomers, then in their 20s, 30s and early 40s had grown up hearing
and accepting that the Cadillac of such and such meant such and such
was simply the best in category. But they had also been imprinted by
other memes that overlaid their embedded good feelings for Cadillac.
As a result of these revisionist imprintings, their Millennial kids (b. 1982-2000) would come to see
Lexus as a high status symbol of success, quiet good taste and, especially, intelligence.
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Hidden Socio-Cultural Imprinting and Auto Brand Destiny
Why Millennials see Lexus and Cadillac differently
Far from the respect paid by their Silent Generation grandparents, Millennials now see Cadillac,
not Lexus, as outré, dahling, simply outré. Well, okay, maybe not outré – more like who dis?
For them, Caddy’s current image seems to center on nostalgia,
retirees slowly cruising supermarket parking lots in search of a
handicapped space, yeehah buy American good 'ol boys and gals in
flyover country and macho SUV blingsters.
Not exactly the kind of people with whom one would wish to mingle
over an avocado toast brunch on Rodeo Drive or in Brooklyn Heights.
Credit imprinting, the hidden dynamics that drive brand destiny in
unseen ways.
In the automobile universe these imprinting forces were set in
motion long, long ago in a galaxy far, far away when Cadillac was king
and Volkswagen was cool. Yes, that long ago, that far away.
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Hidden Socio-Cultural Imprinting and Auto Brand Destiny
Imprinted by Volkswagen's intelligence, Boomers chose Toyota instead
Twenty years before the Lexus launch, leading edge Boomers were
already pioneering the popularity of Japanese brands out in La La
Land where, like Toyota, Datsun, Honda, Mazda themselves, events
were seldom taken seriously by anyone who was anyone outside
the SoCal cultural desert.
After all, pop culture gurus had proclaimed Volkswagen the official
fun-and-quirky counterculture youth car.
In public, Doyle Dane Bernbach, VW's ad agency, basked in the kudos;
internally, strategists worried about what to do for an encore: in 1970
typical buyers were early-30s family people, not campus radicals.
Despite its Boomer hippie stereotype, VW’s success was actually due to
the Silent Generation (b. 1925-1945). When most Boomers first rode in
a VW van, a June Cleaver mom was driving, not Chastity Moonbeam.

Born 1946-1964, at the time of Woodstock (1969) two-thirds were still
in high school, elementary school or, in the case of the youngest,
entering kindergarten. Barbies, bikes and bubble gum were top-of-mind,
not peace signs, protests and pot.
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Hidden Socio-Cultural Imprinting and Auto Brand Destiny
Imprinted by Volkswagen's intelligence, Boomers chose Toyota instead
Although relatively few Boomers bought a new Volkswagen, millions owned a used one as starter
cars or hand-me-downs. Thanks to childhood imprinting we trusted them as reliable, affordable,
cheap on gas: an intelligent choice.

Being stand-out funky and winning disapproval from The Man was a bonus: do your own thing
Boomers were, like, totally down with that neato don't follow the herd vibe.
Volkswagen’s problem was that by 1970, its peak sales year, it was
part of the herd.
Other reliable, affordable, cheap on gas, funky options had moved
in under the radar: fueled by those wacky Left Coasters, Japanese
cars capitalized on the herd's over-confidence.
They added styling, amenities, performance and, especially,
choice/variety to Vee-dub's familiar intelligence promise.
And they had learned much from DDB's groundbreaking direct, nononsense ad layouts.
VW's niche was usurped: intelligence was no longer a USP but the
price of entry to new car shopping lists.
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Hidden Socio-Cultural Imprinting and Auto Brand Destiny
Imprinted by Volkswagen's intelligence, Boomers chose Toyota instead
In 1975 Toyota overtook Volkswagen as America's #1 import brand. It never looked back.
VW would badly misjudge evolving consumer dynamics in the coming years, clinging to the now
passé pop culture myth that it was still all about fun-and-quirky youth.
The brand almost chuckled itself out of the US market in 1993. Sales had crashed to less than
10% of the 1970 peak before management realized Americans had stopped laughing.
But although the Boomers moved on, they carried Volkswagen “intelligence” imprinting with
them, buried away deep inside for other brands to reap the benefits.
And at least some would ride along on
Volkswagen’s long rollercoaster journey to
partial recovery. Dieselgate and fumbles in
the SUV market notwithstanding, 2018 sales
were 354,000, a skosh over 1965 (328,000).
However, while joint #1 with Toyota globally,
VW has yet to master the subtleties of
American prospects over 50, leverage their
hidden dynamics, regenerate and claw back
lost market share.
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Cadillac and The Penalty of Leadership
He that is first must perpetually live in the white light of publicity
One of the most powerful automobile advertisements ever written turned 104 years old in 2019.
The Penalty of Leadership consisted of a single, long block of copy,
no pictures. Not even a product mention. It began: In every field of
human endeavor, he that is first must perpetually live in the white
light of publicity ...
The ad ran only once, on January 2, 1915, in The Saturday Evening
Post, yet it is archived in the Library of Congress, and requests for
reprints poured in for decades – millions were issued.

The brand was Cadillac.
Over the next 75 years, though chased by worthy competitors,
Lincoln (Continental and Town Car) and Chrysler (Imperial and New
Yorker), the De Ville, Fleetwood and Eldorado would uphold the
tradition: The Cadillac of whatever is, without question, the best.
The 1959 Eldorado, the pinnacle of Caddy cool, tells you everything
you need to know about why the parents of the Boomers not only
believed this themselves, but passed the “Cadillac of the industry”
mantra down to their children as well.
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Cadillac and The Penalty of Leadership
Popular culture imprinted Cadillac more deeply than any automotive brand, before or since
Sportin' around town, want to make a date … Get to a long black Cadillac Eight
… It's a Cadillac boogie, boogie woogie rollin' along (Jimmy Liggins, 1948)
I love you for your pink Cadillac … bigger than a Honda, yeah, it's bigger than a
Subaru (Pink Cadillac, Bruce Springsteen, 1983, Natalie Cole, 1988)
Ridin’ ‘round in my Cadillac (Ariana Grande, 2014)
Too many songs – over 200 – movies and music videos to count have featured Cadillac, fixing it in
the national psyche. From Elvis’ pink 1955 Fleetwood to the long and black ’49 thru ’70 model
Johnny Cash stole One Piece at a Time and to Carrie Underwood’s Two Black Cadillacs dishing out
rough justice to a two-timing dude, beneath its elite veneer of poise and power the brand also
signaled sex appeal and self-confident swagger. Even after its fall from yuppie grace, deep in
America’s down-home id, it still does.
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Cadillac and The Penalty of Leadership
Leadership cannot be taken for granted
When Lexus debuted in late 1989, Cadillac and Lincoln were supremely confident in their sales
leadership, unaware they were on a slippery slope.
The times they weren't just a-changing, they had already changed. And the culture had changed
with it. Boomers had been imprinted by new socio-cultural touchstones in the years before their
own entry to luxury car world.

Like Volkswagen 20 years earlier, Cadillac and Lincoln forgot a crucial line in that classic Penalty of
Leadership fine print:
If the leader truly leads—he remains the leader
Leaders must appeal to a constant supply of new followers
to replace the old. Key word: appeal.
There is humility in the word appeal, and humility can be in
short supply in top-down organizations. Most of all, it
means listening to voices beyond the executive dining
room where conformity is reinforced over the daily special,
be it Lake Whitefish or Currywurst.
Those distant voices belonged to Boomers.
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Cadillac and The Penalty of Leadership
If the leader truly leads—he remains the leader
As Boomer careers prospered, many graduated from intelligent economy imports to intelligent
luxury imports. We sought substance over style.
At least, that's what we told ourselves.

Our own status would often be determined by
how effectively we were seen to be rejecting
status – at least, status for its own sake.
While Cadillac and Lincoln continued to cozy
up to the country club set, European marques
stressed engineering, technology and form
follows function.
For younger prospects reared in the Space Age
and steeped in new ideas – from Apple,
Nintendo, Air Jordan and Frequent Flyer miles
to health foods and co-ed gyms – their
progressive messages hit home.
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The World Turned Upside Down
External events and the Boomer revolution
As European brands reshaped Boomer aspirations in the 70s/80s, external events also disrupted
Detroit’s destiny. Downsizing pressures from environmentalism, new regulations and fuel crisis
geopolitics forced hasty product and marketing decisions that backfired on quality and respect.
Cadillac and Lincoln were no exception. They would never have a Yorktown moment and formally
surrender to Boomer revolutionaries, but their world would turn upside down anyway.
When LS400 arrived, patriotic parents – and the Big Three old guard – were already grumbling as
Boomer yuppies steadily defected to Mercedes, BMW, Porsche, Jaguar and near-luxury siblings
Acura, Audi, Volvo and Saab, seduced by suave foreign accents.
Lexus gave Boomers another reason to broaden their
world view. Positioned as intelligent via straightforward
advertising – its TV spot showing a champagne glass
pyramid on the hood of an idling LS400 is still a classic –
Lexus fast became a premium contender.
Critics called the work dull and staid but after hugely
successful sales and a “creativity” disaster that ruined the
launch of Nissan’s upmarket Infiniti aspirant, Lexus won
belated praise. It’s not creative unless it sells turned out
to be a harsh reality not just a nifty slogan (Benton & Bowles, 1929-1985).
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It’s Not Creative Unless It Sells
Rocks and Trees: It’s not creative unless it sells
By observing premium car club dress codes and paying its
dues, Lexus LS400 respected their prospects’ need to justify
an expensive purchase with intelligent facts.
Nissan’s Infiniti Q45 opted for atmospherics instead. With
final product refinements still in progress, rather than specs
and credentials, its prelaunch ads attempted to signal luxury
and sophistication by using Zen-like metaphors.
The result was more Zen-lite. The feely-touchy Rocks and Trees
campaign offered placid nature scenes, flowing water, hokey
haiku voice-overs and the authenticity of Walmart sushi.
Many in adland praised it, but premium buyers perceived an
embarrassing pitch to poseurs seeking style over substance,
the antithesis of import brand rationality.
Discounted by dealers, Q45 became the butt of late night TV
jokes; 30 years later, Infiniti sales are only half the Lexus level.
The Rocks and Trees debacle rammed home the new reality: premium auto imagery is based on
intelligence. Twenty five years on, Cadillac, while daring greatly, would pay dearly for forgetting.
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Downsizing Brand Cachet
Downsizing the product and downsizing brand cachet
Shortcutting its way to product downsizing in the 1980s/90s, Cadillac Tboned its street cred in back-to-back wrecks involving Cimarron (a rebadged Chevy Nova) and Catera (a re-badged Opel) The Caddy That Zigs.
Boomers and Gen Xers cringed: protecting our intelligent image, we
bought even more cars from across the pond and over the Pacific.

Fast forward: in 2018 Automotive News reports Lexus is the #3 bestselling luxury brand (296,310), close behind BMW (311,014) and far
ahead of Cadillac (154,702) and Lincoln (103,587).
Even more painful for the one-time American dream
machines, upstart Tesla was the top-selling domestic
premium brand. EVs? Intelligence to the max!
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The World’s 3rd Largest Economy
The American 50+ demographic drives the U.S. economy – and automaker profitability
Americans age 50+ represent the
world’s 3rd largest economy. They:
• Control 70% of disposable income
• Own 60% of US homes & account for
65% of home improvement spending
• Are responsible for 52% of all
consumer expenditures
• 2010-2025 growth is triple the 18-49
demo: 15 million more vs. 5 million
(AARP, Census Bureau, BLS, Nielsen)

Also, consumers 50+ buy or lease
over half of all new US vehicles
(53%)/a. In 2018 this amounted to
many as Germany, the UK and
France combined (7.9 vs. 8 million).

New vehicle buyers/lessees over 50
are even more valuable by dollar
volume – 55% in 2017 (BLS).
/a Boomer / neXt from industry sources
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Mad Men Myths: Hazardous to Brand Health
Advertising and ”old people” fallacies
Despite their huge spending power, except for pills, portfolios and supervised stays in God’s waiting
room, the over-50 crowd rarely shows up in advertising. The odd gray hair and trite tropes are
trotted out from time to time – grandmas on mountain bikes – but that’s about it.
Adland’s rigid rules go way back to the Swingin' Sixties when VW told buyers to
Think Small, Caddy claimed it was The Standard of The World and chain smoking
Mad Men fixated on the 18-49 demographic because people over fifty:
❑ Create an "old brand" stigma that scares off young buyers
❑ Are easy to reach via traditional media and "age-agnostic" messaging
❑ No longer adapt: behaviors/loyalties are fixed and cannot be switched
The reality is otherwise. After years of seeing new products come and go (think
VHS and Beanie Babies) consumers age 50-plus may have a “wait and see” style,
but they are far from stuck in their ways. In fact, our own surveys
have found 86% of them “enjoy learning about and trying new
brands and products.”
Still, most brands follow tradition. Also, over 90% of ad agency
staffers fall into the 18-49 demo; lacking the personal context and
hidden decision-drivers of the 50+ space, even the most able
outsiders can struggle to avoid inadvertently creepy stereotypes.
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Mad Men Myths: Hazardous to Brand Health
Tesla X 2: proving the experts wrong – for 120 years
Croatian-born genius Nikola Tesla came to America in 1884 to pitch
his new ideas for electrical transmission via alternating current. THE
electrical expert of the day, Thomas Edison, told him he was crazy.

After a more creative competitor George Westinghouse bought
crazy Tesla’s patents, AC became the world’s power grid standard.
Like Westinghouse, Elon Musk knew a good thing when he saw it,
buying into, then controlling the Tesla electric car company.
2018 Tesla sales, at luxury category pricing, topped 182,000 – far ahead of Chevy Bolt and Nissan
Leaf. But the real expert-busting story is that half of those Teslas went to the 50+ demo (S buyers
at median age 54, X at median age 52 [The Hedges Company, Quanticast] with Model 3 TBD).
That’s 90,000 units ripped away from premium competitors by
people who are too old to adapt, too toxic to depict in ads.
As always, imprinting drives destiny: Boomers and Gen Xers have
waited decades for a real EV, and gladly embraced an unknown
brand to get one. Sure, EVs have age-agnostic appeal, but,
somewhere in those embedded dynamics, hidden forces drove
them to the luxury segment by 6:1 over Chevy and Nissan.
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Cadillac Relaunch: Daring Greatly
Relaunching Cadillac
Convinced that aging mid-century, mid-America imagery held the brand back, Cadillac decided to
acquire a timeless yet progressive elite persona by moving its HQ from gritty Detroit to tasteleading Manhattan, sponsoring modernista arts and tech projects and an edgy new ad campaign.
Its Dare Greatly theme was inspired by a speech by America’s most
macho president, cowboy, NYPD top cop, big game hunter, cavalry
Rough Rider and smash-mouth trust-buster, Theodore Roosevelt.

Titled The Man in the Arena it takes a rugged, in your face tone from
the get-go, finishing with a prescient punch at sniffy snowflakes.
“It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the
strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have done
them better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the
arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood … if he fails,
at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with
those cold and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat.”
A wealthy scion of New York’s Gilded Age, yet a social reformer and conservationist – he pushed
legislation creating numerous national forests, parks, preserves and monuments – Teddy, his era
and his aura seemed a natural to attract timeless yet progressive elite premium prospects.
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Cadillac In The Arena: Coming Up Short Again
Iconic architecture, metro-Millennial symbolism, minimal product facts – Rocks and Trees redux
Prelaunch PR seemed to promise robust brand reinvention, and Teddy Roosevelt symbolism
signaled a return to that self-confident Cadillac swagger embedded so effectively long ago.
But while iconic early 1900s New York locales stirred pride in Americana, rather than follow the
26th president’s brawny dictum walk softly and carry a big stick, the ads just walked softly.
Short on product specifics, they lionized metro-hip Millennials
at the intersect of the arts and tech, with a token 40+ presence
of taste making elders. Dress code is grayscale, naturally. Out on
the street, urbane 30-somethings huddle against the city chill,
far too cool to engage the Caddy as it cruises by.
Sadly, except for an implied swipe right from young elites, the
ads gave prospects little reason to engage Caddy either. The
CMO (now ex) said Millennials appreciated the shout out, but Boomers “didn’t get it.”
Heck yeah, Boomers got it. Delivered with the subtlety of a TR-wielded 2-by-4 upside the head,
who could miss we want hip, elite Millennials? But posturing a là Rocks and Trees does not trump
fact-based rationales. Dictated by long ago VW imprinting, intelligence is still the price of entry.
Sales fell by 10% from 2015 to 2018. With a gracious nod to product mix shortcomings, new
management yanked the HQ back to Motor City and is now in reboot mode.
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Everybody Loves Elvis – Herbie Too
When Herbie The Love Bug rocked and Cadillac was still The Cadillac of The Industry
Most attitudes to automobiles imprinted during Boomer/Gen Xer young years are positive. Cars
were cool, represented independence – even a rite of passage. And this warmth was passed on.
Even today, what little kid isn’t fascinated by cars? Check out any
cruise night and hear the oohs and aahs of kids from 2 to 92 as the
classics rumble by, retro fumes to the max.
We're not saying Buick should revive the Electra 225 nor Nissan the
B210 Honey Bee, but brands willing to connect with the enormous
50+ consumer space, the world’s 3rd largest economy, will find
imprinting drives their destiny.

Case in point: Volkswagen and Cadillac …
Neither Dieselgate nor tripping greatly can completely
erase imprinting.
Despite their missteps, both brands have a head start on
regeneration among Boomers and Xers. Smiles embedded
when Herbie The Love Bug was everywhere and Cadillac
was still The Cadillac of The Industry promise a welcome
for a generationally relevant re-introduction.
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Boomer-Speak: The Secret Language of The 50+ Space
Connecting with the Boomer / neXt generation
Generational authenticity – accessing complex, hidden agendas – isn't easy. Brands cannot Google
their way into Boomer / neXt world. Big Data won’t get them there either. Conversations here are
in Boomer-speak, a highly nuanced dialect, rich in idiom and inflexion that Boomers and Gen X
refined together – sometimes in harmony, sometimes in rivalry.
For brands willing to re-imagine, reboot, regenerate and grab share from cold and timid souls in the
50+ space, our seminars, content and insider expertise are just a click away.

We don't just know American Boomer / neXt world – the world’s 3rd largest economy – we live and
work there. We ARE those people.
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